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Weekend Crossword: Add Salt To Taste
It’s really quite sweet when a handsome actor reads passages from Lolita,
while we tell you about a new ice cream sandwich shop. Add salt (spa) to
taste
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1. The ___ __ batter in Desi Deli's Edinburg Desi hot dog reminded us of the
sandwiches sold outside Churchgate Station (6,4)
7. See 2 Down
8. See 14 Across
9. Make the Scene at Blue Frog intends to revisit this very famous concert on
Wednesday (9)
10. The type of mayo you will find inside Desi Deli's Lush Lamb Burger (4)
12. Protagonist of Nabokov’s Lolita, a novel that features in the second
episode of bpb’s Spine podcast (7,7)
13. Grandma Mookerjee used this as a standard measurement (8)
14 & 8 Ac Much to our disappointment, the ice cream used in Loaded's
ice cream sandwiches will not be ___ ___ (4,7)
15. See 3 Down
17. Adrien Grenier's character's name in Entourage (5)
18. Salt Escape’s therapy can be described as such (7)

Down
2 Dn & 7 Ac. Loaded, an ice-cream sandwich shop which will open in
Bandra next week, uses this in their brownie sandwich (6,5)
3 Dn & 15 Ac. The amount of salt you will find in each chamber of Salt Escape,
a new salt spa at Fort (3,3,1,4,6)
4. Blanca chef Alex Leonard who will be collaborating with The Table has
worked with this Paul Liebrandt restaurant (6)
5. Gautham who ran the Chicago Marathon last year trains with this Bangalore
based runners’ group (10)
6. Auroni Mookerjee, who recently launched Grandma Mookerjee's Table,
sources fragrant lemons for his margaritas from this city (7)
10. Billy Collins who features in the second episode of Spine, is a professor in
this college of the City University of New York (6)
11. Runners who participate in the Berlin Marathon will run past this famous
landmark (9)
16. The number of courses you can expect at the Alex Leonard prix fix meal
at The Table (4)
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